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Discussion:    
Friction is the primary source of heat generation in all transmission systems. In a conventional step 
ratio transmission, the greatest amount of friction and heat generation is found in the torque converter 
during partial lock and unlocked operation. The CVT spends no time in either of these modes when 
above 8-18mph, so its primary friction source is the pump, whose pressure is determined by the PCM 
calculated load factor. The higher the reported load factor from the engine controller, the higher the 
pressures need to be to clamp the belt tighter avoiding slippage. A low battery or improperly initialized 
TCM will cause excessive pressures. Problems often develop if the PCM misreports this load factor, 
so it is imperative that the catalytic converter is checked for excessive backpressure, the map/baro 
readings are correct, and cam timing and phasing are correct. Excessive drag in the driveline should 
be avoided as well, such problems as mismatched tire diameters due to wear or size differences in 
AWD systems, low tire pressures, or alignment out of specifications. 
 
 Heat rejection is via a standard cooler system. This system can be compromised if the fluid begins to 
foam or aerate due to age, or improper fluid level. As the fluid ages it will show no visible sign of 
degradation, but will lose its anti-foaming capability, and as such, it is scheduled for replacement at 
approximately 60,000 miles. Operating in steep grades or hard turns may experience a benefit to 
keeping the fluid level to the bottom of the specification. 
 

 

Note: If DTC is present after a recent transmission replacement, see steps 1-5. Other 
conditions see FIG 1.  
 
1) Make sure the vehicle is level on a drive on rack or flat surface. Use a bubble level as needed and 
check fore/aft as well as side to side.  
2) Fill trans with new fluid to the low side of cold and warm the trans up (vehicle in gear and wheels 
turning) and monitor for overheat  
3) If the vehicle starts to overheat (cooler temp drops so many degrees below trans temp), then lower 
trans fluid to low-fill side of hot.  
4) Monitor trans for overheat condition again. If the transmission overheats then lower fluid 3mm at a 
time and repeat up to 10mm  
5) If the trans is still overheating and fluid is 10mm under the hot low-fill, then replace the valve body. 
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  P0218 

How long a drive 

does it take to set 

code? 

Drive to set code 

Is trans temp close 

to 240 with infrared 

temp gun 

Short drive Long drive 

 
No 

Inspect temp sensor 

wiring at 22way 

trans connector, if 

good, replace TCM 

connector C2 

 

Verify fluid level with 

chart and scan tool. Check 

the 22way trans connector 

for acid damage or spread 

terminals.  

Install a test TCM, 

Initialize and retest. If 

repaired, install original 

TCM, reinitialize and 

verify problem returns 

before condemning the 

TCM Simply 

disconnecting and 

reconnecting the 

connectors repair many 

TCM concerns. 

 

Yes 

Not repaired. Contact 

STAR 

Does fluid have 

over 50k miles, 

or is it 

discolored? 

Drain as much trans fluid as 

practical and refill/retest. 

Yes 

Verify fluid level with 

chart and scan tool. 

Visually inspect all 

cooler lines for kinks and 

check cooler for proper 

airflow. 

No 

Measure exhaust backpressure 

with pep module. Is pressure 

less then 2psi under load? 

Check catalytic 

converter, repair 

restricted exhaust. 

No 

Yes 

1. Clean battery cables and load test battery. 

2. Check the 22way transmission connector for acid damage or spread terminals. 

3. Monitor primary pressure on level ground and constant speed, reinitialize TCM-pause and remove key when scan tool states 

to cycle key to off position. Retest and see if pressures lowered. 

4. Verify proper barometric pressure reading; ensure it does not change radically during test drive. Monitor engine vacuum 

and camshaft phasing operation. 

5. Install a test TCM, Initialize and retest. If repaired, install original TCM, reinitialize and verify problem returns before 

condemning the TCM. Simply disconnecting and reconnecting the connectors repair many TCM concerns. 

6. For AWD vehicles, verify all four tires have identical rolling diameters.  

FIG 1 


